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Life Inside 2010-03-16

the patient is an ascetically pretty 15½ year old white female she is intelligent fearful extremely
anxious and depressed her rage is poorly controlled and inappropriately expressed diagnostic impression
program for social recovery in a supportive and structured environment appears favorable life inside in
1967 three months before her sixteenth birthday mindy lewis was sent to a state psychiatric hospital by
court order she had been skipping school smoking pot and listening to too much dylan her mother at a loss
for what else to do decided that mindy remain in state custody until she turned eighteen and became a
legal law abiding healthy adult life inside is mindy s story about her coming of age during those
tumultuous years in honest unflinching prose she paints a richly textured portrait of her stay on a
psychiatric ward the close bonds and rivalries among adolescent patients the politics and routines of
institutional life the extensive use of medication and the prevalence of life altering misdiagnoses but
this memoir also takes readers on a journey of recovery as lewis describes her emergence into adulthood
and her struggle to transcend the stigma of institutionalization bracingly told and often terrifying in
its truths life inside is a life affirming memoir that informs as it inspires

Life Inside 2002

in 1967 mindy lewis was a rebellious fifteen year old afflicted by acute shyness nascent creative
yearnings and a growing distrust of authority when mindy started cutting school and taking drugs her
mother turned to the psychiatric profession for help

A Curious Life 2019-08-06

a curious life chronicles the remarkable life of preeminent biochemist thomas haines born in 1933 haines
was barely four when he was sent by court order to the graham school an orphanage in hastings on hudson
ny founded in 1806 by isabella graham and elizabeth schuyler hamilton his trajectory is a series of
radical reversals from penniless orphan to innovative scientist and educator from right wing mccarthyite
to left wing activist founder of the sophie davis school of biomedical education of the city university
of new york a medical school designed to bring in low income and minority students new york city landlord
husband of a successful artist whom he nursed through a long illness father of a brilliant and prominent
daughter now eighty six haines is professor emeritus at the rockefeller institute and the only alumnus of
the graham school to serve on its board a diminutive dynamo in a bow tie dr haines recently participated
on a panel at the smithsonian museum of american history and jogs every morning at four a m in central
park above all a formidable storyteller haines provides an intimate look at his relationships and conveys
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the excitement of a life in science who could have possibly imagined that the four year old boy looking
out at the sunset across the hudson river from the grounds of the graham school would have been able to
live such an incredible and productive life from abandoned toddler to homeless vagabond to research
chemist to husband and father to university professor to innovative educator to new york building
landlord tom has always placed a premium on personal connections and interactions he has benefitted from
the kindness of strangers and mentorship and in turn he has mentored and helped countless others along
the way on his amazing life s journey what a lucky life he has lived thomas p sakmar foreword tom
combines a charming generous and curious demeanor with a fierce inner determination to understand the
world and how it works perhaps because of his unconventional childhood tom has spent his life challenging
conventional wisdom as you will experience in mindy lewis s fabulous telling of tom s life the world is a
more enchanting place with dr haines in it jess dannhauser introduction

Words to the Wise 2017-12-02

the human mind abhors the absence of explanation but full understanding is never possible human
understanding is likely to be incomplete at best and more often utterly fallacious to make matters worse
it is likely to be supported as truth and wisdom by religious and scientific authority intellectual
fashion and social convention in words to the wise thomas szasz offers a compendium of thoughts
observations and aphorisms that address our understanding of a broad range of subjects from birth to
death in this book szasz tackles a problem intrinsic to the human condition what problem in the words of
the american humorist josh billings the trouble with people is not what they don t know but that they
know so much that ain t so many of thomas szasz s books have been devoted to exposing what ain t so about
mental illness and psychiatry here szasz applies the same skeptical spirit to the larger problem of
people knowing much that ain t so about addiction szasz observes if a person ingests a drug prohibited by
legislators and claims that it makes him feel better that proves he is an addict if he ingests a drug
prescribed by a psychiatrist and claims that it makes him feel better that proves that mental illness is
a biomedical disease about beauty beauty is in the eye of the beholder ugliness is in the personality of
the beholden about libertarians libertarians regard liberty as contingent on the right to property
scientists regard disease as contingent on pathological alteration of the body all libertarians reject
the notion of socialist liberty yet many accept the notion of mental disease or about power many of my
critics say i am hostile to medicine and physicians they are wrong i am hostile only to the power of the
medical profession and of physicians szasz notes that despite enormous social pressure for a shared
perspective on how the world works and how we ought to live every person saunde
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Smoking Privileges 2015-01-31

current public health literature suggests that the mentally ill may represent as much as half of the
smokers in america in smoking privileges laura d hirshbein highlights the complex problem of mentally ill
smokers placing it in the context of changes in psychiatry in the tobacco and pharmaceutical industries
and in the experience of mental illness over the last century hirshbein a medical historian and clinical
psychiatrist first shows how cigarettes functioned in the old system of psychiatric care revealing that
mental health providers long ago noted the important role of cigarettes within treatment settings and the
strong attachment of many mentally ill individuals to their cigarettes hirshbein also relates how as the
sale of cigarettes dwindled the tobacco industry quietly researched alternative markets including those
who smoked for psychological reasons ultimately discovering connections between mental states and smoking
and the addictive properties of nicotine however smoking privileges warns that to see smoking among the
mentally ill only in terms of addiction misses how this behavior fits into the broader context of their
lives cigarettes not only helped structure their relationships with other people but also have been
important objects of attachment indeed even after psychiatric hospitals belatedly instituted smoking bans
in the late twentieth century smoking remained an integral part of life for many seriously ill patients
with implications not only for public health but for the ongoing treatment of psychiatric disorders
making matters worse well meaning tobacco control policies have had the unintended consequence of further
stigmatizing the mentally ill a groundbreaking look at a little known public health problem smoking
privileges illuminates the intersection of smoking and mental illness and offers a new perspective on
public policy regarding cigarettes

Waking in Havana 2019-11-12

in 1972 when she was a young divorced single mother restless and idealistic elena schwolsky made a
decision that changed her life leaving her eighteen month old son with his father she joined hundreds of
other young americans on a work brigade in cuba they spent their days building cinderblock houses for
workers and their nights partying and debating politics the cuban revolution was young and so were they
at a moment of transition in schwolsky s life cuba represented hope and the power to change twenty years
later she is drawn back to this forbidden island yearning to move out of grief following the death of her
husband from aids and feeling burned out after spending ten years as a nurse on the frontlines of the
epidemic back in cuba she experiences the chaotic bustle of a havana most americans never see a city
frozen in time yet constantly changing she takes readers along with her through her humorous attempts to
communicate in a new language and navigate this very different culture through the leafy tranquility of
the controversial aids sanitorium and into the lives of the resilient opinionated and passionate cubans
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who become her family and help her to heal

Psychiatry, Mental Institutions, and the Mad in Apartheid South Africa
2012

this book is an examination of south african mental institutions and policy from 1939 1994 it examines
how racial gender and sexual discrimination affected practitioners views and practices and also reveals
the role that patients and international events played in shaping mental health policy

Szasz Under Fire 2015-11-05

since he published the myth of mental illness in 1961 professor of psychiatry thomas szasz has been the
scourge of the psychiatric establishment in dozens of books and articles he has argued passionately and
knowledgeably against compulsory commitment of the mentally ill against the war on drugs against the
insanity defense in criminal trials against the diseasing of voluntary humanpractices such as addiction
and homosexual behavior against the drugging of schoolchildren with ritalin and for the right to suicide
most controversial of all has been his denial that mental illness is a literal disease treatable by
medical practitioners in szasz under fire psychologists psychiatrists and other leading experts who
disagree with szasz on specific issues explain the reasons with no holds barred and szasz replies
cogently and pungently to each of them topics debated include the nature of mental illness the right to
suicide the insanity defense the use and abuse of drugs and the responsibilities of psychiatrists and
therapists these exchanges are preceded by szasz s autobiography and followed by a bibliography of his
works

The Battle for Room 314 2016-02-09

in this insightfully honest and moving memoir about the realities of teaching in an inner city school ed
boland smashes the dangerous myth of the hero teacher and shows us how high the stakes are for our most
vulnerable students piper kerman author of orange is the new black in a fit of idealism ed boland left a
twenty year career as a non profit executive to teach in a tough new york city public high school but his
hopes quickly collided headlong with the appalling reality of his students lives and a hobbled education
system unable to help them freddy runs a drug ring for his incarcerated brother nee cole is homeschooled
on the subway by her brilliant homeless mother byron s ivy league dream is dashed because he is
undocumented in the end boland isn t hoisted on his students shoulders and no one passes ap anything this
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is no urban fairy tale of at risk kids saved by a hollywood hero but a searing indictment of schools that
claim to be progressive but still fail their students told with compassion humor and a keen eye boland s
story is sure to ignite debate about the future of american education and attempts to reform it

DIRT 2009-01-21

this is a collection to which everyone can relate a multidimensional look at the universal challenge of
keeping our stuff our dwellings and our personal space clean and uncluttered how we feel about keeping
house speaks volumes about who we are our roots relationships and our outlook on life

AWIS Magazine 2004

a biographical and bibliographical guide to current writers in all fields including poetry fiction and
nonfiction journalism drama television and movies information is provided by the authors themselves or
drawn from published interviews feature stories book reviews and other materials provided by the authors
publishers

Contemporary Authors 2004-06

everyone has a story to tell fearless confessions is a guidebook for people who want to take possession
of their lives by putting their experiences down on paper or in a site or e book enhanced with
illustrative examples from many different writers as well as writing exercises this guide helps writers
navigate a range of issues from craft to ethics to marketing and will be useful to both beginners and
more accomplished writers the rise of interest in memoir recognizes the power of the genre to move and
affect not just individual readers but society at large sue william silverman covers traditional writing
topics such as metaphor theme plot and voice and also includes chapters on trusting memory and
cultivating the courage to tell one s truth in the face of forces from family members to the media who
would prefer that people with inconvenient pasts and views remain silent silverman an award winning
memoirist draws upon her own personal and professional experience to provide an essential resource for
transforming life into words that matter fearless confessions is an atlas that contains maps to the
remarkable places in each person s life that have yet to be explored
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Fearless Confessions 2010-01-25

how to make memories into memoirs ideas into essays and life into literature from drawing a map of a
remembered neighborhood to signing a form releasing yourself to take risks in your work roorbach offers
innovative techniques that will trigger ideas for all writers writing life stories is a classic text that
appears on countless creative nonfiction and composition syllabi the world over this updated 10th
anniversary edition gives you the same friendly instruction and stimulating exercises along with updated
information on current memoir writing trends ethics internet research and even marketing ideas you ll
discover how to turn your untold life stories into vivid personal essays and riveting memoirs by learning
to open up memory access emotions shape scenes from experience develop characters and research supporting
details this guide will teach you to see your life more clearly and show you why real stories are often
the best ones

Writing Life Stories 2008-06-17

even if you don t happen to be a celebrity this book will teach you methods for striking publishing gold
conceptualizing selling and marketing a memoir while dealing with the complicated emotions that arise
during the creation of your work if you ve ever been told that you should really write a book and you ve
decided to give it a try this book is for you it hones in on the three key measures necessary for
aspiring authors to conceptualize sell and market their memoirs written especially for those who don t
happen to be celebrities you should really write a book reveals why and how so many relatively unknown
memoirists are making a name for themselves with references to more than four hundred books and six
memoir categories this is essential reading for anyone wanting to write a commercially viable memoir in
today s vastly changing publishing industry the days are long gone when editors and agents were willing
to take on a manuscript simply because it was based on a good idea or even because it was well written
with eyes focused on the bottom line they now look for skilled and creative authors with an established
audience too brooks and richardson use the latest social networking marketing and promotional trends and
explain how to conceptualize and strategize campaigns that cause buzz dramatically fueling word of mouth
and attracting attention in the publishing world and beyond full of current examples and in depth
analysis this guide explains what sells and why teaches writers to think like publishers and offers
guidance on dealing with complicated emotions essential tools for maximizing memoir success
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You Should Really Write a Book 2012-08-21

i m so glad you re here is the story of a family disrupted by ramifications of a father s mental illness
the memoir opens with a riveting account of gay age eighteen witnessing her father being bound in a
straitjacket and carried out of the house on a stretcher the trauma she experiences escalates when after
her father has had electroshock treatments at a state mental hospital her parents leave her in a college
dorm room and move from massachusetts to florida without her she feels abandoned both her parents have
gone missing decades later when gay and her three much older siblings show up for their father s funeral
she witnesses her sundered family s inability to gather together eventually she is diagnosed with ptsd of
abandonment and treated with emdr therapy and finally begins to heal poignant and powerful i m so glad
you re here is gay s exploration of the idea that while the wounds we carry from growing up in fractured
families stay with us they do not have to control us a reflective journey that will inspire readers to
think about their own relational lives

I'm So Glad You're Here 2020-05-26

linda i meyers was twenty eight and the mother of three little boys when her mother after a lifetime of
threats killed herself staggered by conflicting feelings of relief and remorse linda believed that the
best way to give meaning to her mother s death was to make changes to her own life bolstered by the women
s movement of the seventies she left her marriage went to college started a successful family acting
business and established a fulfilling career written with irony and humor and sprinkled with yiddish the
tell is one woman s inspirational story of before and after and ultimately of emancipation and purpose

The Tell 2018-06-05

ÿwriting for blissÿis most fundamentally about reflection truth and freedom with techniques and prompts
for both the seasoned and novice writer it will lead you to tap into your creativity through storytelling
and poetry examine how life changing experiences can inspire writing pursue self examination and self
discovery through the written word and understand how published writers have been transformed by writing
poet and memoirist raab lust credits her lifelong love of writing and its therapeutic effects with
inspiring her to write this thoughtful and detailed primer that targets pretty much anyone interested in
writing a memoir most compelling here is raab s willingness to share her intimate stories e g the loss of
a relative ongoing struggles with cancer a difficult relationship with her mother her revelations are
encouraging to writers who feel they need permission to take a voyage of self discovery the book s seven
step plan includes plenty of guidance including on learning to read like a writer and on addressing
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readers as if seated across the table raab covers big topics such as the art and power of storytelling
and small details such as choosing pens and notebooks that you enjoy using she also helps readers with
the important step of finding your form publisher s weekly writing for blissÿis about the profound ways
in which we may be transformed in and through the act of writing i am grateful to diana raab for sharing
it and i trust that you will feel the same as you read on may you savor the journey from the foreword by
mark freeman phd by listening to ourselves and being aware of what we are saying and feeling the true
story of our life s past experience is revealed diana raab s book gives us the insights by which we can
achieve this through her life coaching wisdom and our writing bernie siegel md author ofÿthe art of
healing only a talented writer who has fought hard to overcome life s many obstacles could take her
readers by the hand and lead them through the writing process with such enormous compassion amazing
insight and kindness diana raab is a powerful wise intelligent guide well worth our following james brown
author ofÿthe los angeles diariesÿandÿthe river writing for blissÿis far more than a how to manual it
enlightens the creative process with wisdom and a delightful sense of adventure bravo to bliss linda gray
sexton author ofÿsearching for mercy street my journey back to my mother anne sexton uniquely blending
inspiring insights with practical advice diana guides you on a path to discover the story that is truly
inside you and yearning to be told patrick sweeney coauthor of the new york times bestsellerÿsucceed on
your own terms diana raab phd is an award winning memoirist poet blogger workshop facilitator thought
provoker and survivor she s the author of eight books and over one thousand articles and poems she lives
in southern california learn more at dianaraab com

Writing for Bliss 2017-09-01

as the child of children of immigrants louise desalvo was at first reluctant to write about her truths
her abusive father her sister s suicide her illness in this stunning collection of her captivating and
frank essays on her life and her italian american culture louise desalvo centers on her beginnings
reframing and revising her acclaimed memoiristic essays pieces that were the seeds of longer collections
to reveal her true power as a memoirist the ability to dig ever deeper for personal and political truths
that illuminate what it means to be a woman a second generation american a writer and a scholar each
essay is driven by a complex inquiry that examines the personal familial social ethnic and historical
dimensions of identity collectively they constitute a story significantly different from desalvo s
memoirs when they first published where the starkness of their meaning became blunted by material
surrounding them desalvo has also restored material written and then deleted experiences she was too
reticent to reveal before in writing about her sister s suicide her husband s adultery her own sexual
assault the essays also include new material to shift the ballast of an essay as her life has changed
significantly through the years the house of early sorrows is a courageous exploration not only of the
desalvo s family life and times but also of our own
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Poets & Writers 2004

mental illness stigma is rooted in a perceived lack of agency but stigma itself undermines agency while
most philosophical accounts of the matter are concerned with the question of how much agency a person
with mental illness has this book asks how we can enhance the agency of people with mental illness
humanizing mental illness explains and explores these connections arguing that all of us can and should
adjust our social practices to enhance the agency of people with mental illness this agency is
complicated and nuanced as it is often directly constrained due to a person s symptoms and indirectly
constrained due to stigma abigail gosselin both a scholar in the field of social philosophy and a person
with a psychiatric disability illustrates the importance of social interaction for developing and
exercising agency by overcoming mental illness stigma and by adopting certain epistemic and moral virtues
we can interact with people who have mental illness in ways that help enhance their agency and enable
them to flourish humanizing mental illness demonstrates that we need to challenge our explicit and
implicit biases and learn to interact with mental illness in more intentional supportive and inclusive
ways

The House of Early Sorrows 2018-04-03

she smoke a backyard barbecue book by julie reinhardt empowers women to take their place back at the fire
in she smoke reinhardt gives step by step instructions on a variety of barbecue topics from buying local
sustainable meats to building the perfect slow and low fire and smoking a holiday barbecue feast she
includes a host of delicious recipes aimed to teach women technique with more in depth instruction than
that of a conventional cookbook women will learn the elusive history of cue the difference between true
barbecue and grilling and all about the world of barbecue competition featuring interviews with other
smokin women and stories about reinhardt s family she smoke brings women into the greater community of
barbecue

Humanizing Mental Illness 2021-08-15

it s time to get past the idea that divorce equals failure sure it may not be what you had in mind when
you walked down the aisle but if it s the escape hatch into a better life it should be filled with more
promise it can be celebrated ask me about my divorce is a spicy fun riveting collection of essays by
women from all walks of life with the unifying thread i got divorced and the world came into view the
words within will make readers laugh cry nod their heads and feel inspired to do what they need to for
themselves these aren t stories from women tiptoeing around a difficult subject they re about the ways
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divorce can be in fact a new lease on life

Elle 2002

when spring warren told her husband and two teenage boys that she wanted to grow 75 percent of all the
food they consumed for one year and that she wanted to do it in their yard they told her she was crazy
she did it anyway the quarter acre farm is warren s account of deciding despite all resistance to take
control of her family s food choices get her hands dirty and create a garden in her suburban yard it s a
story of bugs worms rot and failure of learning replanting harvesting and eating the road is long and
riddled with mistakes but by the end of her yearlong experiment warren s sons and husband have become her
biggest fans in fact they re even eager to help harvest and eat the beautiful bounty she brings in full
of tips and recipes to help anyone interested in growing and preparing at least a small part of their
diet at home the quarter acre farm is a warm witty tale about family food and the incredible
gratification that accompanies self sufficiency

She-Smoke 2009-06-09

get the core knowledge of a prestigious mfa education without the tuition have you always wanted to get
an mfa but couldn t because of the cost time commitment or admission requirements well now you can
fulfill that dream without having to devote tons of money or time the portable mfa gives you all of the
essential information you would learn in the mfa program in one book covering fiction memoirs personal
essays magazine articles poetry and playwriting this book provides you with inspiration and tips on
revision stamina and productivity clear instruction on the craft behind the art detailed reading lists to
expand your literary horizons exercises to improve your writing endeavors by heeding the advice in the
portable mfa you will gain the wisdom and experience of some of today s greatest teachers all for just
the price of a book

Body & Soul (Watertown, Mass.) 2004

from madness to mental health neither glorifies nor denigrates the contributions of psychiatry clinical
psychology and psychotherapy but rather considers how mental disorders have historically challenged the
ways in which human beings have understood and valued their bodies minds and souls greg eghigian has
compiled a unique anthology of readings from ancient times to the present that includes hippocrates
julian of norwich s revelations of divine love penned in the 1390s dorothea dix aaron t beck carl rogers
and others culled from religious texts clinical case studies memoirs academic lectures hospital and
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government records legal and medical treatises and art collections incorporating historical experiences
of medical practitioners and those deemed mentally ill from madness to mental health also includes an
updated bibliography of first person narratives on mental illness compiled by gail a hornstein

Ask Me About My Divorce 2009-01-21

este libro reúne una selección de entrevistas realizadas a josé maría Álvarez a lo largo de los ya casi
30 años dedicados al estudio de la locura su pasión en él se expone con prosa sencilla y elegante su
pensamiento en torno a la locura en todas sus variedades en este sentido las heridas del alma es una
recopilación de sus puntos de vista sobre el pathos y su tratamiento una breve y amena antología de su
pensamiento generoso en su saber el autor pone a disposición de sus lectores y alumnos las lámparas con
las que se ilumina la psicopatología la historia la epistemología los clásicos y el psicoanálisis con
estos apoyos propone explicaciones cabales y bien argumentadas el psicoanálisis y su aplicación a la
terapéutica en el ámbito público y en el privado con personas corrientes y con otras más perturbadas se
destaca como una herramienta potentísima con la que mejorar muchas vidas desgraciadas y posibilitar
alivio al denso sufrimiento anímico tan propio de la condición humana autor comprometido con la
asistencia pública y con la difusión del psicoanálisis j m a Álvarez encarna una de las figuras del
analista de nuestro tiempo sus palabras como se refleja en este libro son un diálogo continuo con los
grandes pensadores de la clínica y los textos esenciales de la psicopatología con los filósofos morales
antiguos y también con los ideólogos de las prácticas psi actuales todos ellos le sirven de inspiración
para iluminar sus puntos de vista a menudo muy prácticos en especial el incomparable genio de freud y sus
principales seguidores sobre todo lacan las heridas del alma es un libro que habla a los lectores un
libro para disfrutar para estudiar y para aprender un libro donde psicoanálisis y psicosis van de la mano
sin poderse separar chus gómez este libro es la lección de un hombre apasionado de lo que lee y de lo que
piensa de un hombre ferozmente agarrado a la vida de un amante del rigor académico pero también del
entrenamiento a campo abierto es la lección de un hombre que ante todo no practica la autocompasión ni
pierde el tiempo en lamentos porque él vive y hace vivir a todo aquel que se le arrima juan de la peña

The Quarter-Acre Farm 2011-03-15

an author and subject index to selected and american anglo jewish journals of general and scholarly
interests
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Journal of the American Medical Association 2003

the relationship between a mother and daughter is one of the most profound bonds in life a mother feels
her daughter s first kick during pregnancy labors to bring her daughter into the world and watches as she
takes her first breath of life similarly a daughter opens up a new world and range of emotions to her
mother allowing her to feel an unconditional love she didn t know she possessed

The Publishers Weekly 2002

from ballet and balanchine to tap and swing a treasury of unforgettable writing about the beauty and
magic of american dance from the beginning american dance has been an exciting fusion of many disparate
influences with european traditions of ballet and social dancing encountering native american rituals and
african american improvisations to create something new and extraordinary in this landmark collection
dance critic mindy aloff brings together an astonishing array of writers dancers and dance creators
impresarios and critics and enthusiastic literary observers to tell the remarkable story of the artistry
innovation and sheer joy of a great american art form here is dance in its many varieties and locales
from tap and swing to ballet and modern dance from five points to radio city music hall and from the
lindy hop to michael jackson s moonwalk with 100 selections spanning three centuries this is the biggest
and best anthology on american dance ever published here are the most acclaimed dance critics including
edwin denby joan acocella lincoln kirstein jill johnston and clive barnes the most inventive and
influential choreographers and dancers among them george balanchine merce cunningham paul taylor twyla
tharp allegra kent and mikhail baryshnikov and a dazzling roster of literary figures such as ralph waldo
emerson emily dickinson hart crane edmund wilson langston hughes and susan sontag here too are rare and
hard to find texts several previously unpublished among them jerome robbins s reflections on the secret
of choreography and an inspiring commencement address from mark morris brilliant profiles of
unforgettable performers stuart hodes on martha graham john updike on gene kelly alastair macaulay on
michael jackson join incisive often deeply personal pieces zora neale hurston on hoodoo ritual arlene
croce on dance in film yehuda hyman on hasidic dances to form a one of kind reading experience every
dance lover will cherish a twelve page color insert presents iconic photographs of key figures from
isadora duncan to michael jackson

The Portable MFA in Creative Writing 2006-05-13
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Women's Studies Index 1999

わたしの国にようこそ 1996

New Books on Women and Feminism 2005

From Madness to Mental Health 2009-12-10

Las heridas del alma 2023-06-05

Index to Jewish Periodicals 2004

Books in Print Supplement 2002

Library Journal 2002

Chicken Soup for the Mother & Daughter Soul 2012-08-07

Forthcoming Books 2003-04
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Dance in America: A Reader's Anthology 2018-11-20
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